Introduction and background
People with a severe mental illness, including schizophrenia, schizoaffective, bipolar disease, have an excess mortality rate, about two to three times as high as the general population 1, 2 . The average life expectancy in patients with a severe mental illness have remained unchanged compared to the general population, even in countries where there is an easy access to health care services 3, 4 . These findings suggest, that people with a severe mental illness have not fully benefited from the improvements in health outcomes available to the general population, which indicate a disparity of outcome in health for this group 5 . In addition to unnatural causes of death, accidents, homicide, or suicide, the leading cause of excess mortality in patients with a severe mental illness is physical diseases, especially neoplastic disease, respiratory disease, and cardiovascular disease 6, 7 . People with severe mental illness are disposed to many different diseases. While these diseases are prevalent in the general population, their impact is significantly greater in patients with a severe mental illness 7, 8 . When patients with a mental illness are admitted with a physical disease, they risk incomplete examination and treatment because of their coexisting mental illness 9 .
The purposes of this paper are to provide an overview of the causes behind the excess mortality in patients with severe mental illness, to discuss possible interventions and changes in the emergency service system, and to present an agenda for further research.
Over the last decades, the burden on psychiatric It is recognised that providing good care to psychiatric patients requires a variety of services organised into a comprehensive and coordinated system. The basis of this system is an effective response to a psychiatric crisis 23 .
It is not that long ago, the response to a psychiatric crisis was an assessment of the severity and planning course of treatment.
Depending on the severity of the crisis, the plan was either an appointment to an outpatient clinic or hospitalisation. The result was either inadequate or they did not receive the help they needed, leading to higher hospital admission rates, more frequent readmissions causing distress for both patients and their relatives.
Therefore, there is a need for novel strategies on how to manage a psychiatric crisis. Earlier studies have shown that mortality is higher shortly after discharge which declines over time 10, 11 , which is why a crisis resolution team is needed to deliver and ensure intensive treatment to continue care at home.
Discussion
This paper has identified an overall trend that corresponds to earlier findings, that patients with some psychiatric diagnosis have an excess mortality compared to the general population, and that concurrent substance abuse increases the mortality 4, 11, 14 . An explanation for the observed increase in mortality rates might be insufficient awareness of the psychical morbidity in psychiatric patients 4 . This seems to have had effect especially in the patients with existing substance abuse 12 . Increased awareness of physical morbidity in this risk group must be assured, as well as securing continuity in treatment for this group after visiting psychiatric emergency room. Previous studies have revealed that excess mortality peaks the first year after the patients are discharged from psychiatric emergency room 15 . When psychiatric patients visits a psychiatric emergency room it presents as a rare opportunity to perform a physical examination to search for early disease 10 . In terms of reducing in-patient admission rates, the best available evidence for the effectiveness for a crisis resolution and home treatment have been provided by a randomised trial which found that those allocated to a crisis resolution team were less likely to be admitted to a hospital eight weeks after the crisis 24 .
There have been studies concluding that patients with a substance abuse are overrepresented in Henceforward, we hope that it will be the predominant way of delivering acute care in the community.
Conclusion
There is a need for systematic psychical 
Clinical implications
Severe mental illness is associated with increased mortality and morbidity rates, with most of the excess mortality due to common physical health conditions. In order to address this problem, 
